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The following radar given below shows the percent of cistern filled by five pipes 

having different diameter and the Bar chart shows the time taken by them to fill 

that particular percent of cistern. Read the information carefully and answer the 

following question(Each question is independent of other questions):- 

1. A cistern has three pipes; pipe C, pipe E and a third pipe for making the cistern 

empty. When all the three pipes are open, 7/24th part of the cistern is filled in 1 

hours. How much time will the third pipe take to empty the completely filled cis-

tern 26 times bigger than the previous one? 

1) 24 hours     2) 48 hours     3) 52 hours     4) 20 hours     5) None of these 

2. Two pipes E and D were used to fill the cistern. Both the pipe are opened and 

when the cistern is 1/3 full a leak is developed due to which 1/3 water supplied by 

the pipe leaks out. What is the total time to fill the tank? 

1) 2(3/5) hours    2) 4(5/3) hours    3) 1(3/5) hours   

4) 2(2/5) hours    5) None of these 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 1) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FL62Th0RWyw&index=4&list=PLpuxPG4TUOR5wpaqZ53r83MsmEctmMT7g


Bar chart given below shows Downstream distance and Upstream distance trav-

elled by five different boats and the line chart shows the speed of the streams in 

which the boat flows. Read the information 

carefully and answer the following questions:- 

1. Downstream speed for E and Upstream speed 

of B is same, and the difference between the 

time taken by B going upstream and time taken 

by E downstream is 8 hours. Find the total time 

taken by E and B going 187 kms downstream? 

1) 26 hours     2)  28 hours     3) 36 hours     4) 32 

hours     5) None 

2. If the time taken by C going to complete a dis-

tance of 133 km downstream and time taken by 

A to complete a distance of 65 km upstream is 7 

hours and 5 hours respectively. Then find the 

ratio of the time taken by C while going up-

stream and the time taken by A while going 

downstream? 

1) 13 : 12     2)  12 : 23     3) 13 : 21     4) 15 : 13     5) None 

3. The total time taken by D in travelling downstream and upstream both is 40 

hours. Then find the time taken by boat F travelling 220 kms upstream, if the ratio 

of speed of the boat in still water of D and F is 1 : 3 and the time taken by F in going 

360 kms downstream is 9 hours? 

1) 11 hours     2)  12 hours     3) 13 hours     4) 15 

hours     5) None 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 2) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=81OCSf4Il40&index=5&list=PLpuxPG4TUOR5wpaqZ53r83MsmEctmMT7g


Bar chart given below shows Downstream distance and Upstream distance trav-

elled by five different boats and the line chart shows the speed of the streams in 

which the boat flows. Read the information 

carefully and answer the following questions:- 

4. Boat B while travelling back to the shore 

downstream struck by a rock due to which wa-

ter starts to flow into the boat at the rate of 30 

liters per hour.  If the boat can survive upto 270 

liters. Find the minimum percent of increase 

boat B requires in speed in order to reach the 

shore, if the distance remaining at the moment 

rock hit the boat was 180 kms. 

1) 160/7 %     2)  150/7 %     3) 130/7 %     4) 

170/7 %     5) None 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 2) 

https://youtu.be/Qm_90XLzU2c


The table below shows the Sum invested by different person, rate at which it has 

been invested, the amount they received, time period for which they invested, and 

the compound interest they received at the end. Study the table carefully and an-

swer the questions given below it. 

1. The amount D received after investing it for 3 years is 3374592 and the ratio of 

the sum invested by B and D is 2 : 1, then the Compound Interest received by B is? 

1) 254800     2) 2784600     3) 245890     4) 3784600     5) None of these 

2. If the interest received by A is 761250, then find the difference between the 

amount received by A and B. (Use the values of given in the previous question to 

find the remaining values for B? 

1) 3854600     2) 4412500     3) 4583250     4) 4476650     5) None of these 

3. If C invests its principal amount at the same rate at which E invested his sum. 

Find the amount C will receive as interest if he invest his sum at the rate of interest 

per half year? 

1) 126562.5     2) 125486.4     3) 142562.5     

4) 132542.5     5) None of these 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 3) 

 Sum/Principal 
amount 

Rate Amount Time CI 

A - 3% - 2 - 

B - 10% - 4 - 

C 2500000 - - 1 - 

D - 4% - - - 

E 1500000 - 1653750 2 - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69vDduWK8w8&list=PLpuxPG4TUOR5wpaqZ53r83MsmEctmMT7g&index=6


The line graph given below shows the percent of two successive discounts given on 

the five different items having the same marked price. Read the information care-

fully and answer the following questions:- 

1. If a person sells article B and article C at Rs. 1050 and Rs. 1700 respectively. Then 

find the difference between the profit % of the both articles. If the marked up per-

cent of article B and C are 185(5/7)% and 60% respectively?    

1) 10%     2) 14%     3) 16%     4) 18%     5) None of these 

2. The cost price of article A and D is what percent more /leSB than the selling price 

of C and E, if the marked up % of article A and D are 66(2/3) and 257(1/7)% respec-

tively?(Approx.)   

1) 12%     2) 33%     3) 62%     4) 45%     5) None of these 

3. What is the sum of the profit received from article A and E, if the selling price of 

A is 1440 and the cost price of article E is 560 and 

the marked up percent of article A and E 

are 66(2/3)% and 257(1/7)% respectively?  

1) 180    2) 280   3) 480   4) 380   5) None 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 4) 

https://youtu.be/X9ipKycXrXQ


The Bar graph given below shows the investments made by three different person 

A, B and C in six different companies A, B, C, D, E and F. Read the information care-

fully and answer the following questions:- 

 

1. In company D, A withdraw half of his investment after 1st year. After 2nd year, B 

invested 50% more money and C invested 10% of the total investment made by B 

and A both till then. Then find the ratio of the profit made by B and the investment 

of B in company F, if total profit from company D was 104550. 

1) 220 : 189     2) 189 : 230     3) 189 : 220      4) 230 : 189     5) None of these 

2. In company E, B was the working partner and A, C were the silent partners. If C 

invested his amount only for 1 year and six months. Then find the share of C, if B 

received Rs. 1554 after getting 20% of the total profit as total salary after two years 

and three months? 

1) 6720     2) 8960     3) 12510      4) 13650     5) None of these 

 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 5) 

https://youtu.be/P20DtbYoMM8


The Bar graph given below shows the investments made by three different person 

A, B and C in six different companies A, B, C, D, E and F. Read the information care-

fully and answer the following questions:- 

 

3. In company B, if the investment made by C was swapped with the investment 

made by B after 2nd year. And then after investing it for 2 more years B withdraws 

two-third of investment. Then find by what percent the profit share of A is less than 

the profit share of C after five years? 

1) 33(1/3) %    2)25%      3) 66(1/3%                4) 12(1/2)%     5) None of these 

4. In company H, the investment of C was 33(1/3)% less than the investment of C in 

company A, the investment of C in company D was 14(2/7) % more than the invest-

ment made by B in company H and the investment of A in company C was 50% 

more than the investment of A in company H. If the investment made by B, A and C 

in company H was for 3, 2, 4 years respectively. And the share of profit of A is Rs. 

544 more than the share of profit of C. Find the 

sum of the share of profit of B and A both. 

1) 25641       2)26410      3) 236590                   

4) 25024         5) None of these 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 5) 

https://youtu.be/P20DtbYoMM8


5 constructional companies 

have a teams of 3 workers 

M1, M2 and M3. Line chart 

given below shows the num-

ber of days in which each 

team can build a BRIDGE to-

gether. Teams can also 

choose plans from the 

flowchart given below in 

which they have to follow 

each steps in the chart. 

 

1) Company E chose plan C 

to build a bridge of the 

same size as the original 

one. In their group M1 and 

M2 takes 24 days and 72 days respectively to complete the work alone.  If they 

were given total wages of Rs. 44640, then find the share of wages M3 will get ? 

1) 21450  2) 31620    3) 56290  4) 35620   5) None of these 

2) Company B were given the work of building a bridge thrice the length of the orig-

inal bridge. In their group M1 takes 50% more days than M2 to complete the work 

alone and M3 takes 100% more days than M1. In how many days they will com-

plete the whole work, if they chose Plan B to complete the work. 

1) 106 days    2) 104 days    3) 109 days    4) 105 days    5) None of these 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 6) 

https://youtu.be/85ehOyJdzmI


The line chart given below shows the average runs scored by five batsman in a se-

ries of eight matches. Read the information carefully and answer the following 

questions:- 

 

1. If the average runs 

scored by rohit in his 

first inning, last in-

nings is 44/3 runs 

more than the runs 

scored by him in 

matches excluding 

his first inning and 

last inning, then find 

by what percent the 

total runs scored by 

rohit in first and last 

inning is less than the total runs scored by Rahul, if Rahul had missed his last three 

matches due to injury ?(approx.)    

1) 20%     2) 24%     3) 30%     4) 40%     5) None of these 

2. If Pandya scored 15 runs in his first match and the average runs scored by him in 

matches excluding first and third match is 36, then find the ratio of runs he made in 

third match and the runs he need to score more in his last inning in order to reach a 

average of 40. Pandya missed second, forth and fifth match due to injury?  

1) 47 : 30     2) 42 : 31     3) 49 : 30     4) 46 : 29     5) None of these 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 7) 

https://youtu.be/MnNbfmbFddY


The line chart given below shows the average runs scored by five batsman in a se-

ries of eight matches. Read the information carefully and answer the following 

questions:- 

 

3. The total runs 

scored by Yusuf in 

the seven matches of 

the series was 50/3% 

more than the total 

runs scored by shi-

khar in the series. 

Difference between 

yusuf’s  highest and 

the lowest score was 

90.  If these two in-

nings are not includ-

ed the average of remaining innings reduced by 11.2. Find his highest score?

(Shikhar missed last two matches) 

1) 110     2) 130     3) 140    4) 120     5) None of these 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 7) 

https://youtu.be/MnNbfmbFddY


There are five jars A, B, C, D and E having mixture of milk and water in it. Given be-

low is the chart that shows the percentages of quantity of milk and water in it. 

1) If total water in jar B, C and D is 229 liters and the quantity of water in jar D is 22 

liters less than the quantity of 

milk. The quantity of milk in jar 

B is 100 liters. Find the quantity 

of water in jar A if after mixing 

jar C with jar A the percent of 

milk in the mixture is 28%? 

1) 60 L    2) 39 L    3) 21 L     

4) 45 L    5) None of these  

2) If the quantity of water in jar 

C was 21.6 liters more than the 

quantity of milk in jar D. And 

the sum of the quantity of milk 

in jar C and quantity of water in 

jar D is 189.6. Then find the quantity of water that should be mixed in jar D to get a 

new mixture containing 36% of milk?  

1) 142 L    2) 139 L    3) 121 L    4) 152 L    5) None of these  

3) After adding 36 L water and a certain amount of milk to jar B and jar A respec-

tively, two new mixtures were prepared X and Y. The percent of milk in jar X is 50% 

and the percent of water in mixture Y is 52%. Then find the ratio of the initial quan-

tity of jar B and the amount of milk added to jar A. If the initial quantity in jar A 

was 33(1/3)% less initial quantity of B? 

(1) 6 : 1   (2) 1 : 6   (3) 3 : 2   (4) 2 : 3   (5) 5 : 2 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 8) 

https://youtu.be/UgAR3U8PCnM


Following Pie chart shows distances between some places given such as A - B 

means distance from Place A to B (in kms) And the following table shows the differ-

ence between time taken by P 

and Q respectively to travel. 

1) Car Q is travelling with 50 

km/h. Car P starts from place 

D with its normal speed and 

after reaching E it reduces its 

speed to 2/3rd till halfway 

from E to F and then increases 

its subsequent speed 20% and 

reached F. Find the ratio of 

time taken by P in given jour-

ney to the time taken by P to 

go from D to F without change 

in speed.(Speed of Q is greater 

than P) 

1) 32 : 21   2) 16 : 17    3) 41 : 

32  4) 53 : 63  5) None 

2) If speed of car P is Increased 

by 20% and speed of car Q is decreased by 11(1/9)% and they both start from place 

B at the same time then find the sum of time taken them when they reach place D. 

Also, given that with changed speeds, time taken by Q to go from E to F is 9/4 times 

the time taken by P to go from A to B.  

1) 17 hours 17 minutes   2) 12 hours 17 minutes    

3) 2 hours 27 mins   4) 12 hours 27 minutes 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 9) 

https://youtu.be/NGdNjSg60Gs


Following Pie chart shows distances between some places given such as A - B 

means distance from Place A to B (in kms) And the following table shows the differ-

ence between time taken by P 

and Q respectively to travel. 

3) If speed of P and Q is re-

duced by 20% and 11(1/9) % 

respectively, then the differ-

ence of time taken by them to 

travel from B to C increases by 

87.5%. If, P Starts from A and 

Q starts from F then between 

which places will they meet if 

they are travelling with re-

duced speeds as given speed 

of Q is greater than the speed 

of P.  

1) A and B   2) B and C   3) C 

and D  4) D and E  5) E and F 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 9) 

https://youtu.be/NGdNjSg60Gs


There are 4 bags A, B, C, D with Red, Green and Blue balls. The total number of Red 

balls in first 3 bags put together is 45 and total number of balls all together is 245. 

In Bag A, the probability of choosing a red ball is 1/3, green ball is 1/5 and the num-

ber of blue balls is 10 more than the number of Red balls. In Bag B, the total num-

ber of balls is 60 and the ratio of probability of choosing Red and Green balls is 3:4. 

Also, the sum of Red and Blue balls is 2 times the number of Green balls. In Bag C, 

total balls is 30 and the probability of getting Blue is 1/6 more than probability of 

getting Green. In Bag D, the probability of getting a red ball is less than the proba-

bility of getting a blue by 1/8. and the numbers of green balls in bad D is 20% less 

than the number of blue balls in bag B. 

1) If the green balls from bag B and C are reduced by 20% and red balls from bag A 

and D are increased by 20%. Then find the probability of getting atleast 2 red balls, if 

4 balls are picked from any of the 4 bags? 

2) ‘n' Red balls are shifted from bag A to bag C and the probability of Green ball from 

bag C reduces by 1/12. What is the value of n? 

3) 3/5th of the Red balls from A, all the Green Balls from B and 1/3rd the Blue balls 

from C are placed in a new Bag E. What is the probability of choosing a exactly 3 Red 

balls from 4 in bag E? 

4) One ball each is drawn from Bags A,B,C. Find the probability that all are Red? 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 10) 

https://youtu.be/TG9KEo8n5e4


A shopkeeper sells four products namely P, Q, R and S at different prices. The cost 

price of one unit of a product P is Rs. 90 less than the cost price of one unit of a 

product Q. The shopkeeper sells one unit of a product Q at Rs 310 and earns 

175/6% profit. The average cost price of one unit of each of the four products is Rs 

402.5. The shopkeeper gives a discount on product S which is equal to 10% of its 

selling price and still makes a profit of Rs. 100 on sale of one unit. The cost price of 

one unit of product R is Rs 520. The shopkeeper sells 10 units of product R at a dis-

count of 4% and earns a total profit of Rs. 1040. The sum of marked price of one 

unit each of all the four products is Rs. 2167.5. The shopkeeper sells one unit of 

product P at a discount of 30% for Rs 25 more than its cost price. 

 

1) A shopkeeper sells 4 units, 5 units, 2 units and 10 units of product P, Q, R and S re-

spectively to a consumer. How much percent does the shopkeeper earn from that 

consumer? 

2) What is the ratio of the sum of selling prices of 10 units of product P, 12 units of 

product Q and 15 units of product S to the marked price of 10 units of product P, 12 

units of product Q and 15 units of product S? 

3) Due to the less sale of product Q, the shopkeeper increases the discount rate of 

product Q to 25% and sells 46 items of it. What is the percentage decrease in the 

profit of shopkeeper with respect to the profit on selling 46 items of product Q on 

original discount? 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 11) 

https://youtu.be/8JG3nMmK2_c


A task requires appropriate skills in designing. There are five levels of designing 

skills. The level of skills and corresponding 

number of days taken by a person of that 

skill level is tabulated below. There are tour 

groups of people. The information about the 

number of people and their skill level is pro-

vided in the Bar chart below 

1) If three Level-4 skilled and two Level-2 

skilled people started working together on a 

task and all of them left after working for 2 

days, then how long would it take three Level

-I and one Level-5 people to finish the re-

maining task? 

1) 7(11/65)    2) 7(12/65)    3) 7(7/65)    4) 7

(1/13)    5) 7(21/65) 

2) Assuming the number of days given here is 

applicable for 8 working hours a day. Four 

Level-3 people and three Level-4 people started working. In the first three days, 

Level-3 skilled people worked 2 hours extra every day and during extra working 

hours their efficiency was 50% more than their actual efficiency. Find the total num-

ber of days taken to complete the task.  

1) 3(49/82)    2) 15(11/24)    3) 6(13/24)    4) 3(59/82)    5) 2(1/7) 

3) What is the difference between the number of days taken by all the people of 

Group-P and Group-Q to complete the task?  

1) 21/209    2) 63/418    3) 21/106    4) 63/209    5) 

None 

 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 12) 

https://youtu.be/Z5oRxXgMV_8


A task requires appropriate skills in designing. There are five levels of designing 

skills. The level of skills and corresponding 

number of days taken by a person of that 

skill level is tabulated below. There are tour 

groups of people. The information about the 

number of people and their skill level is pro-

vided in the Bar chart below 

4) Assuming Group-E comprises of all the 

Level-4 and Level-5 persons of the tour 

groups while Group-F comprises of all the 

Level-2 and Level-3 persons of the tour 

groups It Group-E completes 70% of the task 

and then the remaining task is completed by 

Group-F, then what is the total number of 

days that it would take to complete the task? 

1) 1(7064/9581)   2) 1(7464/9581)   3) 1

(7264/9581)    4) 1(7764/9581)    5) None 

 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 12) 

https://youtu.be/Z5oRxXgMV_8


Following graph shows the number of cars produced and the percentage of pro-

duced cars sold by two companies ‘A’ and ‘B’ from 2012 to 2017. 

1) By what percent the total num-

ber of cars produced by Company 

A which remained unsold in all 

six years together is less than the 

total number of cars which were 

sold by Company B in all six years 

all together? 

1) 40%     2) 52%     3) 44%     4) 

30%     5) None 

2) If in year 2015 the percent of 

cars sold by company A and per-

cent of cars remain unsold by 

company B got interchange and 

the number of cars that were sold in 2018 by company A is 20% more than cars that 

were sold by the same company in the previous year. Find the ratio of cars that 

were sold by company B in 2015 and the cars which remains unsold by company A 

in 2018. If the ratio of the cars sold and unsold by company A remains same in 2017 

and 2018? 

1) None     2) 108 : 5     3) 5 : 108    4) 103 : 9         5) 31 : 108 

3) The number of cars sold by Company A in year 2015 is what percentage more 

than the number of cars unsold by Company B in year 2014? 

1) 150%     2) 160%     3) 125%    4) 250%                

 5) None 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 13) 

https://youtu.be/SROsi_9YZwA


Given graph shows the total investment made by Rahul and Anuj (In thousands) in 

six different schemes and the percent of investment by Rahul out of the total in-

vestment. Read in information carefully and answer the following questions:- 

1. What is the respective ra-

tio between total amount 

invested by Rahul in 

schemes C and D together 

and total amount invested 

by Anuj in schemes A and B 

together?  

1) 175 : 432     2) 175 : 843     

3) 435 : 171    4) 432 : 175    

5) None 

2. Anuj invested in scheme E 

for 4 yr. If scheme E offers 

simple interest at 7% per annum for the first two years and then compound interest 

at 10% per annum (compound annually) for the 3rd and 4th year, then what will be 

the interest earned by Anuj after 4 yr? (Approx.) 

1) 10400     2) 10200     3) 14084     4) 10500     5) None 

3. If scheme B offers compound interest (compounded annually) at 15% per annum 

to Rahul and compound interest (compounded half yearly) at 20% per annum, then 

what is the difference between interest earned by Rahul and Anuj from scheme B 

after 2 yr? 

1) 565.92     2) 652.82     3) 725.96     4) 456.23              

5) None 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 14) 

https://youtu.be/TYhtWgHKRJs


Given graph shows the total investment made by Rahul and Anuj (In thousands) in 

six different schemes and the percent of investment by Rahul out of the total in-

vestment. Read in information carefully and answer the following questions:- 

4. Scheme A offers simple 

interest at a certain rate of 

interest (per cent per an-

num). If the difference be-

tween the interest earned 

by Rahul and Anuj from 

scheme A after 3 yr is Rs. 

2520, what is the rate of in-

terest (per cent per annum)? 

1) 16.5%    2) 12%    3) 12.5%    

4) 15%    5) None 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 14) 

https://youtu.be/TYhtWgHKRJs


The bar chart given below shows the profit percentage of 2 companies P and Q. 

Read the information carefully and answer the following questions. 

 

1. If the expenditure of 

Company Q in AUG was 

Rs.220 crores, what was its 

income in AUG?  

A) Rs.257corores  

B) Rs.297corores  

C)Rs.347corores  

D) Rs.367corores 

E) None of these 

2. The incomes of two 

Companies P and Q in NOV 

were in the ratio of 3:4 respectively. What was the respective ratio of their expendi-

tures in NOV?  

A) 15:22 B) 14:24 C) 23:32 D) 28:42 E) None 

3. If the expenditures of Company P and Q in JUL were equal and the total income 

of the two Companies in JUL was Rs.342crores, what was the total profit of the two 

Companies together in JUL? 

A) Rs.111corores B) Rs.232corores C) Rs.102corores D) Rs.222 corores 

4. The expenditure of Company P in the month SEP was Rs.200 crores and the in-

come of company Q in SEP was the same as its expenditure in DEC. The income of 

Company P in DEC was?  

A) Rs.327corores B) Rs.275corores  

C) Rs.865corores  

D) Rs.465corores E) None of these 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 15) 

https://youtu.be/IwJCteJz4Ms


The bar chart given below shows the profit percentage of 2 companies P and Q. 

Read the information carefully and answer the following questions. 

 

5. If the incomes of two 

companies were equal in 

OCT, then what was the 

ratio of expenditure of 

Company P to that of Com-

pany Q in OCT?  

A) 16:15 B) 34:56 C) 11:55 

D) 44:55 E) None of these 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 15) 

https://youtu.be/IwJCteJz4Ms


The table given below shows the no. of units produced of six different items by a 

company, the mark-up % on each unit and the discount offered on the marked-up 

price of each unit. 

The cost price of all the items is same and fixed at Rs 100. The line graph shows the 

estimated percentage of items sold by 

the company on the normal discounted 

price. 

The bar graph shows the percentage of 

cost price at which the company sold 

the remaining no. of items.( means the 

company sold the remaining no. of 

items at a price lower than the cost 

price) 

1) Find profit % of P and Q together in 

year 2015 if it is known that Q sold only 

90% of goods of what he actually esti-

mated to sell in year 2015. 

(a) 0.33%  (b) 0.44%  (c) 0.55%  (d) 0.60%  

(e) None of these 

2) In year 2016 R decreased the discount 

% by 10 basis point due to which its 

sales reduced to 80% of total production 

of year 2015. By how much % profit will 

increase or decrease in 2016 compare to year 2015. (Approximately) 

(a) Increased by 100%   (b) Decreased by 203% (c) 

Increased by 103%   (d) Increased by 307% 

(e) Decreased by 157% 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 16) 

https://youtu.be/2MP_9wv483c


The table given below shows the no. of units produced of six different items by a 

company, the mark-up % on each unit and the discount offered on the marked-up 

price of each unit. The cost price of all the items is same and fixed at Rs 100. The 

line graph shows the estimated percentage of items sold by the company on the 

normal discounted price. The bar graph 

shows the percentage of cost price at 

which the company sold the remaining 

no. of items.( means the company sold 

the remaining no. of items at a price 

lower than the cost price) 

3) In year 2016 T has increased his dis-

count % by 10 basis point and which 

lead to increase in its estimated sales by 

20 basis point. Apart from that every-

thing else remains same then what is 

the difference in profit in year 2015 to 

2016. 

(a) 504   (b) 508   (c) 512   (d) 516   (e) 

520 

4) What is the difference between the 

absolute profit of P, Q and R together 

and S, T and U together in year 2015 

(a) 750   (b) 800   (c) 900   (d) 1000   (e) 

None of these 

5) What is the profit % of all the companies to-

gether in year 2015. (Approximately) 

(a) 4.9%   (b) 4.6%   (c) 5.1%   (d) 4.7%   (e) 

5.4% 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

 (Set – 16) 

https://youtu.be/2MP_9wv483c

